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Abstract 
‘I‘hr irlt\uc~ncr of the nlagnptir field error5 in th iUI’?r- 

conducting HERA proton ring on the nonlinear acceptance 

at inject ion (6.’ JCI(,‘C\‘) ii investigated by tracking ralrula- 

tions. M’c find that the relatively strong multipole components 
cauwd hy persistrnt currents would reduce the dynamic aper- 
ture to about half the physical aperture of the machine. The 
computer simlllat inns have been compared to an analytical 
study using perturbation theory. It is concluded that a quasi 
local compensation of the strongest field components in every 
half FODO cell is necessary to achieve sufficient acceptance 
for an injected 4OGe1' beam. 

1 Introduction 

In a superconducting proton storage ring operated at its design 
energy, the linearity of the magnetic fields and thus the dynamic 
aperture is limited by systematic and random errors resulting 
from fabrication tolerances. Especially at low excitation of the 
magnets, the field quality is additionally reduced by persistent 
eddy currrnts in the superconducting filaments. For the case of 
the proton ring of thr HERA e-p collider presently under con- 
struction af DESY, the lattrr effect is particularly important. 
brcausr of its low injection energy (E,,, - 4OGfI’ as compared 
to E,,, = 82OGcI’). 111 extensive studies on nonlinear dynam- 

ics in HERA-p [I] [2] only the dominating distortion caused by 
the persistent currents namely the sextupole componrnt in the 
superconducting dipoles has been take into account, How~vrr 
rcrrnt mea>uremrnt s on magnrt, prototypes 13: have shown that 
the higher multipole components (the decapolr in the dipoles 
and thr duodecapolr in the quadrupoles) arr larger than origi- 
nally anticipated (se? table 1 ) 

In this *‘ape” \T<’ iliw~tlgalr~ tl,r- IliflI:*~l,C~c of thfw- a,ldltlc,nal 
field distortions on the acceptance of thr machin? and discus, 
the possibility to cc)rnpcniatc thrln In ttr next section a brief 
summary of the nlrthods applied is given. This is followed by 
th? presentation of the results of numerical simulation of thr 
effect of the field distortions in dil)ole and quadrupolr magnets. 

Finally results are discussed and comparrd with perturbation 

theory and conclusions ark drawn. 

2 Tracking Procedure 

The nonlinear acccl)tauce of tht- I)roton ring has been investi- 
gated using the particlr tracking code RACETRACK 141. Usu- 
ally the accclltancr, as ohtainrd from numrrirnl simulation is de 
fined as the nIaximam (amittance (suni of thr two Courant Sny- 

(Ifar invariants) ah calcl:lntrd from initial conditions of a probe 
particle for which the trajectory is stable, over a given number of 
turns. However sincr thcx acct*ptancF defi~lchd that way depends 
rather strongly on the initial phase, many particles with different 
start pha~s w<,111d hav** to hr. tracked to obtain a safe castiruiltcs 
of thr accrptanrr. ThiF cafe be improved drastically by rvalu- 

ating the emittance of the partlrlr aft*>1 tar11 turn and re- 
membering the minimum ralur rcaarhed during thr run which 
will be considered as flip acrrptanc?. We found that with this 
procedure, tracking of only four particles (sir]- and cos-likp tra- 
jectories in both planes) lpad to tile same results as tracking a 
few tens of particles with thr usual acceptance definition Thus 
the needed comput,cr time could be considerably reduced. As 
a co~npromise between computer timp and reliability of the re- 
sults the number of tracked turns was restricted to nitirn = 1000. 
According to reference [P], tl le dynamic aperture obtained by 
tracking up to lo6 turns may br up to 3O?% - 40% smaller than 
the 1000-turn dynamic aperture. The tracking runs have been 
performed with and without aperture limitations represent,ing 
the beam pipe ( we distinguish between “nonlinear acceptance” 
for the first case and “dynamic aperture” for the latter one). 
This allows to compare the dynamic and the physical aperture 
as wet1 as estimating how much the physical aperture is reduced 
by phase space distortions (“smear”). The particle momentum is 
kept constant during tracking. The investigated range is hp/p 
-0.002 ‘: Ap/p 5 0.002. The closed orbit is adjusted to an 
r.m.s. error of lmm. Each run is done with four different sets 
of random errors. Since it turned out that the tracking results 
don’t vary significantly if the tunes are changed, most of the 
systelnatic investigat,ions were carried out with fixed tunes of 
Qz,z = 31.15/32.18 

3 Effects of Persistent Current field 
errors and its compensation 

L%‘e first study the machine with additional 1%pole components 
b6/hz ~ 4.10-3 at T” = 25mm in the superconducting quadrnpoles 
(according to recent measurements [3]). 

Table 1. 
Assumed Fluctuating Multipole Components 

of the HERA-p S.C. Dipole Magnets 
I 

The acceptance is compared to the one obtained for a machine 

with chromaticity correcting sextupoles and fluctuating higher 
order multipole components in the dipoles only ( see table 1). 
The resulting dynamic aperture for both cases is shown in fig 
1. Thr presence of thr persistent current 12.pole reduces the 
dynamic aperture by about a factor of threp. Also in this case 
fhe accrpt,ance is rapidly reduced with increasing r.m.s. orbit 
deviation (see fig 2). For an orbit rms error of only lmm, the 
dynamic aperture is already significantly smaller than the linear 
aperturr over the full range of the momentum spread. An ad- 
tlitir,nal introduction <of aprrturr limitation does 110t rhan~e the 
results any morr. 
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Figure 1: Dynamic aperture for a machine with fluctuating 
multipoles only(o) and for a machine with an additional 12-pole 
component in the quadrupoles (5) 

We present next the influence of the persistent current de- 
capole component in the superconducting dipole magnets. Its 
value at injection energy is b,/b, = -0.001 at ~0 = 25mn which 
is about 25% of the persistent current sextupole component. The 

latter one is very well compensated by 6717 long roils in each of 
the 9m long dipole magnets. As it can be seen in fig 3, this addi- 
tional multipole has only a small effect on the dynamic aperturr 
for Ap!p = 0, but the acceptance drops rapidly with increasing 
momentum deviations resulting in a reduction of more than a 
factor of three. This is accompanird by a large nonlinear tunt 
shift with amplitude as it can be seen from fig.4. The 1000.turn 

dynamic aperture is for Ap,‘p 1 0.001 larger than or comparable 
to the linear aperture. Therefore including the aperture 
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Figure 2: Dynamic aperture of the machine with a 

12-pole component be = 0.4% in the quadrupoles as 
a function of r.m.s. orbit deviation (equal in both 
planes) 

limit,ation in the tracking calculations causes a further rc- 
duction of the nonlinear acceptance, except for large Apip (fig 

5). 
In case of the persistent current decapole a lumped rom- 

pensation scheme with one 3m long correction roil in each half 
FODO cell was considered (fig 6). The strength of thr corrector 
is adjusted to cancel the integrated decapolr strength of a half 

cell. The tracking results for this correction scheme without and 
with physicitl aperturr restriction arr shown in figs. 3 and 5, 
respectively. The dynamic aperture is substantially improved 
but a small reductioI1 for off n~onwntufn particles rrniains dur 
to the the fact that the sc11r111e is 0111y approximately local. For 

tllc cast with i*pc~rtllr<, liniiliitil~n~. Iro iigIiifiraIl1 iInprov.plnpI1 
of tltr rkonlin~ar acceptance jrxct>I)t near AJJ p 0.002) i: 
observed. The nonlinear drtunillg is substantially smaller rvitl 
romprnsations and linearity is iiiipr0ve.d in the rilug< Five11 1)~ 
the nonlinear acceptaure (bee fig 4). 

4 Discussion of numerical results and 
comparison with perturbation the- 

ory 

Because of the importance of the tracking results presented in 
t,he previous section and in view of the implication the proposed 

compensation scheme has on the construction of the supercon- 
ducting magnets, it is very desirable to gain additional under- 
standing how the results come about. 

III rase of the acceptance reduction bv thr 12.pole in th? 
quadrupole, it is rather obvious that the resonant harmonics of 
order four must be rather strong, because they build up coher- 
ently due to the 90‘ betatron phase advance per FODO cell. 
The sensitivity of the dynamic aperture to orbit deviations in 
this case can be explained in the following way: An orbit drvi- 
ation generated by many small random kicks looks locally very 
much like a betatron oscillation with a coherrncr length large 
compared to a betatron wavelength [S]. Thus the decapole and 
skewdecapolc components due to the horizontal and vertical or- 
bit deviation in the 12.pole field have a pattern which is in phase 
with the Matron oscillations for several wavelengths. The nom 

linear distortion resulting from these decapoles and skew de- 
rapoles then add up coherently which explains the sensitivity of 
the dynamic aprrturr to orbit deviations. The consequence 
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Figure 3: Dynamic aperture of the machine with 
fluctuating multipoles only (0) and with additional 
decapole b, = -0.1% in the dipoles without com- 
pensation (n) and with lumped correctors (3) 

of the strong influence of the duodecapole in the quadrupole 
magnets on the beam dynamics is to provide a correction. The 
correction should be local, i.e. inside or at least close to each 
quadrupole. Correction coils placed at a few selected position 
in the ring would have to be extremely strong to account for 
the coherent effect from all the s.c. quadrupoles around the 
marhinr. This would in turn produce problems with positioning 
and orbit errors in the correctors, local optical distortions and 
higher order nonlinear effects. 

The situation for the drrapolr components in the dipoles is 
not so clear. 011 momentum, the reduction of dynamic aperture 
due to this field dist,ortion is not very drastic. This is confirmed 
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Figure 4: Tunes versus beam emittance for the ma- 
chine with an uncompensated decapole bs = -0.1% 
in the dipoles without compensation (o,o)and with 
lumped correctors (A,*), Apip = .002 

by the calculation of resonance driving terms and phase space 
distortions by perturbation theory (see IS]). 

The decapole driven terms never exceed the effect produced 
by the chromaticity correcting sextupoles. Analytical estimates 
of the dynamic aperture based on these calculations lead to a 
25% aperture reduction due to the decapole component which 
corresponds to what is observed in tracking ( see fig 3). 

Off momentum! the dynamic aperture decreases rapidly with 
momentum deviation ( a fact observed on ealier tracking calcu- 

lations for the TEVATRON which also contains strong higher 
order multipoles [7]). The octupole components resulting from 
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Figure 5: Nonlinear Acceptance (with physical 
aperture limitations) with an uncompensated (0) 
decapole ba = -0.1% in the dipoles and with 
lumped correctors (A) 

feeddown due to the dispersion orbit in the decapole field add 
up coherently over the lattice just as the 12-pole components 
of the quadrupoles. However, calculation of the driving terms 
and distortion function shows, that they are not particularly 
strong compared with the sextupole and decapole terms. Large 
distortions result from the octupolar nonlinear coupling term 
2Qr - 2Q, = 0 which however is not expected to cause reduc- 
tion of the dynamic aperture. The largest off momentum effect is 
the generation of octupolar detuning terms which exceed the sex- 
tupolar detuning terms by two orders of magnitude. A surpris- 
ingly strong effect is produced by the vertical dispersion which is 
not matched in the arcs. The nonlinear skew coupling resonance 
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Figure 6: Half FODO cell with sextupole and de 
capole correction coils 

Q8 -- Q. generated by the feeddown due to the vertical disper- 
sion orbit is one of the strongest resonances at a 0.2% momentum 
deviation. All these calculations show that there is no single ef- 
fect which is responsible for the strong off momentum aperture 
reduction but there is a large number of potentially harmful ef- 
fects. Analytical estimation of dynamic aperture based on the 
distortion functions result in an acceptance of A = 0.9nnrmm 
at Ap/p = 0.002 which overestimates the acceptance drop by a 
factor of 2. 

If the corrections are applied, the calculations show that the 
additional distortions of beam dynamics generated off/on mo- 
mentum by the decapole component of the sdipole are com- 

pensated by more than ‘75%, in most cases by an order of mag- 

nitude. 

5 Conclusion 

The results and discussions presented in the proceeding sections 
have shown that the persistent current higher order multipoles 
at the low injection field in the HERA S.C. dipoles have a notice- 
able strong influence on the beam dynamics. The acceptance of 
the machine can be reduced to less than 0.5 of its original value 
(wit,hout the additional p.c. fields). These effect can be under- 
stood semi-quantitatively by analytical methods. 

In the case of the ll-pole component of the quadrupole mag- 
net it is very advisable to install local correction coils in or near 
the quadrupoles. 

In the case of the lo-pole component of the dipole magnet the 
aperture reduction is only for off momentum particles (Ap/p _> 
0.0005). The total momentum spread of the 40 GeV beam is 
about Apjp 2 0.0004. This value will however be increased by 
a factor of four by bunch compression and intra beam scattering. 
It appears therefore in this case advisable to to provide a quasi 
local correction in the middle of each hdf cell as described above 

(fig 6). 
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